Monday PM

- Workshop: Do Engineering with NI LabVIEW and NI myDAQ (2:00pm - 5:00pm)

Tuesday PM
- Deans Strategy Workshop by TELESCOPI (2:00pm - 4:30pm)
- Workshop: Do Engineering with NI LabVIEW and NI myDAQ (2:00pm - 4:30pm)

Wednesday AM
- Workshop: Do Engineering with NI LabVIEW and NI myDAQ (10:00am - 12:45pm)
- Par Amigo Accreditation Workshop: The ABC’s of the Accreditation - Module A (10:00am - 12:45pm)

Wednesday PM
- Workshop: Do Engineering with NI LabVIEW and NI myDAQ (2:00pm - 5:00pm)
- Workshop: Software Patterns Bootcamp (2:00pm - 5:00pm)

Thursday PM
- Par Amigo Accreditation Workshop: Engineers Canada - Module B (10:00am - 4:30pm)

Choose WORKSHOP
- Do Engineering with NI LabVIEW and NI myDAQ
- Deans Strategy Workshop by TELESCOPI
- Accreditation Workshops
- Software Patterns Workshop